The Pure development roadmap – what’s in the pipeline?

Today, more than 400 research institutions and organizations in 55 countries rely on Pure. Here we outline key improvements planned for the solution in 2024/25.

Enhance best-in-class data model and data quality

- Make it even easier to view and interact with information in Pure’s administrative interface.
- Support medical center needs by introducing clinical trial data.
- Expand the existing synchronization with ORCID to transmit additional data types, e.g., research datasets.
- Enhance the existing bi-directional integration between Pure and Digital Commons.
- Fully support the benefits of researcher mobility and bring awareness to the rich research history of an institution’s personnel.

Grow our integrations

- Provide the ability to mint DOIs (digital object identifiers) within Pure for more content types than any other RIMS.
- Synchronize faculty activity records into Pure from Interfolio and other FAR systems – valuable insights for reporting and researcher profiles.
- Support use of PIDs (persistent identifiers) with expansive handle.net and URN (uniform resource name) implementations.
- Expand support of institutional and funder compliance needs through extensions to OAI-PMH, ORCID and Plan S.
Elevate our reporting framework

Build on the robust functionality in our Reporting Module by adding:

- New and improved ways of building reports and selecting the right values.
- Additional report design and filter capabilities.
- Improved exporting options for Word.

Strengthen our community capabilities

Continue growing support for communities by optimizing:

- Bi-directional data transfer options between Pure systems linked to a community.
- The presentation of shared data via the Pure Portal.

Expand assessment & CV capabilities

Increase opportunities to highlight your best research stories and achievements:

- Enhance and diversify our assessment framework to accommodate a broader range of use cases and support greater adaptability.
- Increase the flexibility of the CV Modules to manage institutionally-defined templates.

Upgrade our Grants Office and award management features

- Expand the Award Management Module’s integrations with finance systems.
- Introduce contract management options.

Optimize tracking of your knowledge exchange activities, outcomes and societal impact

Enhance the collection and organization of your institution's knowledge exchange activities to help you showcase societal impact:

- Capture and collate evidence and outputs from internal/external sources.
- Enhance impact process management, validation, showcasing and reporting of all forms of impact.
- Introduce options to manage knowledge exchange activities and associated outcomes.
- Integrate with existing academic workflows.

Expand our API options

- Expand the change, search and filter options; for example, we will release a robust write API to complement the existing read API.

Grow Pure Support and Pure community engagement

- Enhance the Pure Certification Program, adding modules to benefit you and your professional development.
- Upgrade the help center and create a more robust knowledge base.
- Expanded Pure conference workshops and programs.

Curious to see how Pure can help your institution? Our case studies highlight just some of the ways our clients leverage Pure.
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